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Abstract. Selectivity estimation is a parameter used by a query opti-
mizer for early estimation of the size of data that satisfies query
condition. Selectivity is calculated using an estimator of distribution of
attribute values of attribute involved in a processed query condition.
Histograms built on attributes values from a database may be such
representation of the distribution. The paper introduces a new query-
distribution-aware V-optimal histogram which is useful in selectivity
estimation for a range query. It takes into account either a 1-D distri-
bution of attribute values or a 2-D distribution of boundaries of already
processed queries. The advantages of qda-V-optimal histogram appears
when it is applied for selectivity estimation of range query conditions
that form so-called hot regions. To obtain the proposed error-optimal
histogram we use dynamic programming method, Fuzzy C-Means clus-
tering of a set of range boundaries.

Keywords: query selectivity estimation, data clustering, dynamic pro-
gramming, distribution of range query conditions, V-optimal histogram.

1 Introduction

Processing a database query by DBMS (Database Management System) consists
of two phases – a prepare phase and an execute one. During the prepare phase
the optimal query execution plan is obtained. This is done by a query cost
optimizer which needs to estimate selectivity values of query selection conditions.
For a simple single-table selection condition the selectivity is the number of rows
satisfying the condition divided by the number of all table rows. For a simple
single-table range condition based on x attribute with a continuous domain, it
may be obtained as follows:

sel(Q(a < x < b) =

b∫

a

f(x)dx. (1)
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where x – a table attribute, a and b – range query condition boundaries, f(x)
– a probability density function (PDF) of x attribute. Commonly, to obtain the
selectivity value the query optimizer requires a histogram as a non-parametric
estimator of PDF.

Since years there are well-known approaches to represent a 1-dimensional dis-
tribution of attribute values (e.g. based on histograms: equi-width, equi-height,
max-diff, V-optimal [11] or spline representation). Some research concentrates
on problem of obtaining a space-efficient representation of multi-dimensional
representation (e.g. based on cosine series [13], wavelet transform [7], Bayesian
network [9], self-tuning histograms [6,12], kernel density estimator [10], and many
others).

There are also some approaches which additionally use information about
already processed queries ([8,6,12,1,2]). The proposed method uses it too, but it
collects only information about the range conditions (values of boundaries), not
about their real selectivity values obtained after a query execution (in opposite
to the approaches presented in [8,6]).

The proposed method (designated for building a representation of 1 dimen-
sional distribution of attribute values) introduces a new type of histogram i.e.
qda-V-optimal one (query-distribution-aware). It takes into account information
about a range query workload. Such proposed hybrid representation uses either
a 1-D distribution of attribute or a 2-D distribution of query conditions. We as-
sume that DBMS should collect information about range boundaries of recently
processed query conditions in a limited-length buffer. A result of clustering of
boundaries values allows to modify some boundaries of V-optimal histogram
buckets what tends to obtain a qda-V-optimal one.

This method may allow to create a better distribution representation than
[1,2], i.e. it is better adapted to a set of previously processed range queries. This
results from taking into account full information about boundary pairs of pro-
cessed query conditions (set of 2-D elements), in opposite to the approaches [1,2]
where we use only 1-D include function describing aggregated information about
all ranges of processed queries. This implies a little greater storage requirement,
of course.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows:

– the qda-V-optimal histogram – a representation of distribution of attribute
values that it is partially adapted to a query workload, i.e. the representation
resolution also depends on distribution of condition boundaries of recently
processed range queries,

– the method of obtaining of a qda-V-optimal histogram, i.e. improving a V-
optimal histogram by obtaining new histogram bucket’s boundaries through
clustering values of range boundaries,

– the method of reduction of complexity of the procedure by rejection weak
clusters.
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2 Motivating Example – Description of the Proposed
Method

2.1 Exemplary Attribute Values Distribution and its Representation

To illustrate the concept of the proposed method of distribution representation
we need a sample distribution of x attribute. We may use here any x distribution
(although a non-uniform one is rather expected).

In the example we assume the one which is based on superposition of G =
4 truncated Gaussian clusters with bounded support (limited to [0 1]), where
parameters of used univariate normal distributions are shown in Tab. 1. PDF is
defined as follows:

f(x) =

G∑
i=1

pi PDFTN(x,mi, σi, 0, 1), (2)

where PDFTN(x,mi, σi, l, r) is PDF of truncated normal distribution with a
support based on interval [l r]:

PDFTN(x,mi, σi, l, r) =
1
σi
φ(x−mi

σi
)

Φ( r−mi

σi
)− Φ( l−mi

σi
)
, (3)

where φ is PDF ofN(0, 1) and Φ is cumulative density function (CDF) ofN(0, 1).

Table 1. Parameters of clusters used in the definition of exemplary PDF of x attribute

i – cluster number 1 2 3 2

pi 0.25 0.25 0.3 0.2

mi 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.7

σi 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.01

Fig. 1. High resolution representation of x attribute distribution – the equi-width
histogram
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The distribution consists of two narrow clusters (i = 3, 4; with relatively small
σi) and two wide ones (i = 1, 2; with big σi). The high resolution empirical
histogram with 100 intervals (built on 1000 samples) describing f(x) is shown
in Fig. 1.

Let us consider to use a V-optimal histogram [11] as a representation of the
distribution. B = 10 is the assumed number of buckets in this histogram. Using
the method of dynamic programming [11] we obtained such distribution of bucket
boundaries (see Fig. 2) denoted by bvo j for j = 1, . . . , B + 1 (where bvo 1 = 0
and bvoB+1 = bvo 11 = 1) that sum of variances of frequencies in buckets is the
smallest. The frequencies are taken from the equi-width histogram (Fig. 1) with
a relatively high resolution (with 10 · B buckets). The result domain division is
presented in Fig. 2 (dashed vertical lines). The result V-optimal histogram is
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. (bvo j) for j = 1, . . . , B + 1 – found boundaries of V-optimal histogram

Fig. 3. The V-optimal histogram with B = 10 buckets – the low resolution representa-
tion of attribute value distribution. Hot regions (A, B, C) describing the range query
interval distribution.
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2.2 Exemplary of Distribution of Range Query Condition Bounds

In the proposed method we assume that we collect conditions of most recently
executed queries.

Let us assume the situation from real world where a set of processed query
conditions forms so-called hot regions.

In our example we used a superposition of distributions of hot regions A, B,
C (Fig. 3), and the truncated 2D-uniform distribution.

Region A defines query boundaries based on the interval [a, b] = [0.01,
0.09] i.e. we have a values located near 0.01 (and 0 ≤ a ≤ 1) and we have b
values located near 0.09 (and a ≤ b ≤ 1). Here, we assumed the following density
functions for either left endpoints of intervals belonging to hot region A or right
ones: PDFaA(a) = PDFTN(a,maA, σaA, 0, 1) = PDFTN(a, 0.01, 0.0005, 0, 1) and
PDFbA(b|a) = PDFTN(b,mbA, σbA, a, 1) = PDFTN(b, 0.09, 0.0001, a, 1). Those
relatively small values of σaA and σbA (comparing to values of maA and mbA)
cause that all query ranges belonging to region A are almost the same. Thus,
pairs (a, b) that belong to region A are described by:

PDFA(a, b) = PDFaA(a) · PDFbA(b|a) =
= PDFTN(a,maA, σaA, 0, 1) · PDFTN(b,mbA, σbA, a, 1) =
= PDFTN(a, 0.01, 0.0005, 0, 1) · PDFTN(b, 0.09, 0.0001, a, 1).

(4)

Analogously, we define regions B and C. Region B defines query boundaries
based on the interval [a, b] = [0.58, 0.72] i.e.:
PDFaB(a) = PDFTN(a,maB, σaB, 0, 1) = PDFTN(a, 0.58, 0.0005, 0, 1) and
PDFbB(b|a) = PDFTN(b,mbB, σbB, a, 1) = PDFTN(b, 0.72, 0.0001, a, 1). Thus
PDFB(a, b) = PDFaB(a) · PDFbB(b|a).
Region C defines query boundaries based on the interval [a, b] = [0.72, 0.8]
i.e.: PDFaC(a) = PDFTN(a,maC, σaC, 0, 1) = PDFTN(a, 0.72, 0.0005, 0, 1) and
PDFbC(b|a) = PDFTN(b,mbC, σbC, a, 1) = PDFTN(b, 0.8, 0.0001, a, 1). Thus
PDFC(a, b) = PDFaC(a) · PDFbC(b|a).

PDF of truncated 2D-unifrom distribution described as follows:

PDFT2D−uniform(a, b) =

{
2 for 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 ∧ 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 ∧ a ≤ b

0 otherwise
(5)

is presented in Fig. 4b. The truncated 2D-uniform was used for introducing (into
a result boundaries distribution) some events that not all pairs (a, b) come from
hot regions, i.e. some of them are uniformly distributed in [0 1]2 space (subject
to b ≥ a).

Finally the result distribution of query bounds is assumed as follows:

PDFab(a, b) = 0.3 · PDFA(a, b) + 0.3 · PDFB(a, b)+
+0.2 · PDFC(a, b) + 0.2 · PDFT2D−uniform(a, b).

(6)

M = 20 samples were generated according to the distribution given by eq. (6).
The generated pairs (aj , bj) for j = 1, . . . ,M are shown in Fig. 4a. They form a
set named Qset. Qset is a collection of query boundaries from last M queries.
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Fig. 4. a) Qset – the set of sample query bounds – the exemplary set of pairs (aj , bj)
for j = 1, . . . ,M(M = 20), generated according to the PDFab(a, b). b) Bivariate PDF
of the truncated 2D uniform distribution (eq. (5)).

Those pairs that come from truncated 2-D uniform distribution are represented
by 4 triangles in Fig. 4a.

In our method we recommend rather similar values of M and B, i.e. they
should have the same order of magnitude (the size of metadata needed for de-
scribing range conditions should be rather similar to the size of metadata de-
scribing an attribute values distribution).

2.3 Verifying the Applicability of the Proposed Method

A verification step is performed before any essential activities of the proposed
method. We create the 1-dimensional vector S which contains either aj or bj
elements. S presented in Fig. 5, was built on all pairs (aj , bj) from Qset (i.e. for
j = 1, . . . ,M). In our example S consists of 2 ·M = 40 elements.

Fig. 5. Distribution of values from S which consists of either a or b values from Qset

In this step of the proposed method, we check if elements of S do not repre-
sent the 1-D uniform distribution based on [0 1] interval. This is done by some
well-known methods of nonparametric test for the equality of an empirical distri-
bution and a reference one (e.g. we use chi-square test or Kolmogorov-Smirnov
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one). This is done to reject (at the assumed significance level) the null hypothesis
that the data in S comes from the [0 1] uniform distribution. As we may expect,
the exemplary set S shown in Fig. 5 is not a sample set coming from the uniform
distribution (at 5% significance level). If S represented data from the uniform
distribution then there would be no hot regions in Qset, so there would be no
reason to improve a classic V-optimal histogram.

2.4 Using K-fold Cross Validation for Obtaining the Optimal
Clusters of Boundaries of Range Query Condition

The proposed method introduces clustering of query bounds. The obtained set of
centers of clusters will determine some new boundaries of buckets in a histogram
which represents x distribution. Such histogram based on a V-optimal one will
be named qda-V-optimal (query-distribution-aware).

To obtain the optimal number of clusters, denoted by Copt, we use well-known
K-fold cross validation method. To obtain Copt we minimize a score function
which is based on a mean relative selectivity error (described further by eq. (9)
and (10)).

In our example, we assumed 5-fold cross validation. We divide Qset into learn-
ing sets Qset learnk and test sets Qset testk. There are K = 5 different either
learning sets or test ones. Each Qset learnk has (K − 1)/K · M = 16 pairs
of a and b. Each Qset testk has 1/K · M = 4 pairs. All sets Qset learnk and
Qset testk satisfy the following constraint:

∀k=1,...,K Qset = Qset learnk ∪Qset testk. (7)

To find the optimal Copt by applying K-fold cross validation we use the score
function values calculated for Qset testk (for k = 1, . . . ,K).

Let us define Sk (Sk ⊂ S) as a one-dimensional vector which contains either
a values and b ones from Qset learnk.

To obtain clusters in Sk we use the very well known method – FCM (Fuzzy
C-Means) [4].

Clusters from Sk (which is based on Qset learnk) will be used for finding
a new set of bucket boundaries and construct a qda-V-optimal. The relevant
Qset testk will be used for validate accuracy of this qda-V-optimal histogram
the by calculations of selectivity estimation errors.

Steps of the method will be illustrated using S1 – an exemplary Sk. Elements
of vector S1 are shown in Fig. 7 (values of S1 are presented using vertical dashed
lines).

2.5 Clustering Query Boundary Values from Learn Set and Rejecting
Either Low Cardinality Clusters or Wide Ones

We assumed that the support of f(x) is limited, i.e. min(x) = 0 and max(x) = 1
(Fig. 1), so this determines the first boundary of qda-V-optimal histogram and
the last one. Thus, during the optimization we may only change positions of
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maximally B − 1 internal bucket boundaries of qda-V-optimal histogram. This
determines the maximum of the number of clusters. Thus, C – the number of
clusters – may vary, but it has to be less than the number of internal buckets in
a standard V-optimal histogram, i.e. 2 ≤ C ≤ B − 1.

We propose some constraints for cluster’s properties. This allows to eliminate
so-called weak clusters. We want to consider only:

– enough narrow clusters, i.e. such ones that 2· standard deviation of cluster
element values is less than some assumed value – ε. In the example we assume
ε = 1/B = 1/10 (we use here 1/B – length of an equi-width histogram with
B buckets and with domain [0 1]),

– only high cardinality clusters, i.e. such ones that the number of elements
in a cluster is greater than Nmin elem in cluster – some assumed fraction of
all S elements. In the example we assume Nmin elem in cluster = 10% of
M = 0.1 · 20 = 2.

For any given C we may find Cacc – the number of accepted clusters (Cacc ≤
C) – that satisfy the mentioned-above criteria.

In Fig. 6a, we present the result of clustering of the exemplary vector S1, which
elements come from Qset learn1. We consider C = 2, . . . , B − 1 = 2, . . . , 9. In
Fig. 6a we can see the properties of accepted clusters:

– me – center (median) value of an accepted cluster,
– width – width of a cluster (presented as a vertical interval with whiskers)

with length given by 2· std of the cluster elements values,
– card – cardinality of a cluster.

According to the assumed constraints given by (ε,Nmin elem in cluster)) = (0.1, 2)
we obtain the relevant numbers of accepted clusters as follows Cacc = 1, 3, 3,
4, 4, 4, 4 for given C = 3, 4, . . . , 9 (Fig. 6a, 6b). For C = 2 there were no clusters
that satisfy constraints for cluster’s properties.

For decreasing values of C, cardinalities of clusters rather increase but the
clusters also become wider. Dependency between total card – the total sum of
cardinalities of accepted clusters and C is presented in Fig. 6c. Dependency
between mean width – the mean width of accepted clusters and C is shown in
Fig. 6d.

The described heuristic procedure of rejecting weak clusters allows to limit
the number of considered C values. For small or big values of C there will be
no accepted clusters, i.e. the relevant Cacc will equal 0 (too wide clusters or too
low cardinality ones). In further steps we will only consider those C that satisfy
Cacc(C) > 0. This advantage of the cluster rejection may be useful for high value
of B (and high value of C = 2, . . . , B− 1, respectively) because in real DBMSes
we may expect such values of B (i.e. commonly hundreds).
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2.6 Creating qda-V-Optimal Histogram – Rejecting Boundaries of
V-Optimal Histogram That Are Close to Centers of Accepted
Clusters

Let us deeply consider the case of S1 clustering where the number of clusters
C = 6 (so the relevant Cacc equals 4 (Fig. 6a, 6b)).

Fig. 6. a) Sets of accepted clusters for different values of C (the number of clusters used
in FCM method). Dependency between C and: b) the number of accepted clusters, c)
the total sum of cardinality of accepted clusters, d) the mean width of accepted clusters.

Cacc = 4 accepted centers of clusters (Fig. 7) become some of bounds of the
required qda-V-optimal.

The rest of B + 1 − Cacc = 11 − 4 = 7 boundaries of the qda-V-optimal
histogram will be selected from the {bvo j} i.e. boundaries of the V-optimal his-
togram (Fig. 2 and 3). We want to reject those that are placed near the centers
of accepted clusters. To do this we may find the distance between a selected bvo j

and the set centers of accepted clusters as follows:

dj = min
i=1,...,Cacc

|bvo j −mei|. (8)
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Fig. 7. Four accepted cluster defined by the series of medians: me1, . . . ,meCacc =
0.0103, 0.08875, 0.586, 0.71895. Dashed lines present 32 element values of S1.

Finally, we may find 7 boundaries from all bvo j (j = 1, . . . , B + 1) that have
the largest dj . So, we have eliminated those 4 bounds: (bvo 3, bvo 4, bvo 9, bvo 10) =
(0.585, 0.595, 0.715, 0.725) that are not enough distant from the centers of ac-
cepted clusters (me1, . . . ,me4).

Fig. 8. Selecting 7 top long distance boundaries (solid rectangles with values above the
dashed horizontal line) from all boundaries of V-optimal histogram

This allows to obtain the all boundaries of the result qda-V-optimal his-
togram (bvo 1, . . . , bvo 11) that are based either on centers of accepted clusters
(me1, . . . ,me4) or selected boundaries from the V-optimal histogram, i.e. bvo j

where j = 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11.
Using frequencies from the high resolution equi-width histogram (Fig. 1) we

may find values of the result qda-V-optimal histogram (Fig. 9a) which buckets
are based on found boundaries (bvo 1, . . . , bvo 11). This histogram will be scored
by the mean relative selectivity estimation error in a next step of the proposed
method.

Along [0.01, 0.09] (hot region A) the qda-V-optimal histogram (Fig. 9) has
3 buckets while the standard V-optimal one (Fig. 3, 9b) has only one bucket.
Thus, this qda-V-optimal histogram is better adapted to the query conditions
belonging to the hot region A. (This improvement is at the expense of losing the
accuracy of distribution representation in intervals not overlapped by hot query
range regions).
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Fig. 9. a) The qda-V-optimal histogram (based on V-optimal one) built by clustering
the values form S1 (based on Qset learn1) for the assumed number of cluster – C = 6
(and the relevant number of accepted clusters – Cacc = 4).
b) Zoomed part of the qda-V-optimal histogram (solid line) and the relevant V-optimal
one (dashed line) for x ∈ [0, 0.4]. There are 3 buckets of the qda-Voptimal histogram
in x ∈ [0.01, 0.09] (hot region A).

2.7 Obtaining the Optimal Number of Clusters of Query Boundaries
– Minimizing Mean Error of Selectivity Estimations Based on
Qda-V-Optimal Histogram

Let us introduce the relative selectivity error as follows:

RelSelErrH(a, b) = RelSelErrH(Q(a < x < b)) =
|ŝelH(Q)− sel(Q)|

sel(Q)
· 100%.

(9)

ŝelH denotes an approximated selectivity value based on some histogram H ,
where H is V O (V-optimal histogram) or qdaV O (qda-V-optimal one). sel is
an exact selectivity value (here calculated using a high resolution equi-width
histogram, like this from Fig. 1).

Mean relative error of selectivity for some Qset (some set of query conditions)
and some histogram H is given as follows:

MeanRelSelErrH(Q) = maean(a,b)∈Qset RelSelErrH(a, b). (10)

Using the V-optimal histogram (Fig. 3) and the test set of query conditions
Qset test1, we obtained MeanRelSelErrVO(Qset test1) ≈ 38.3%. Using the
qda-V-optimal histogram (Fig. 9a) and Qset test1, we obtained
MeanRelSelErrqdaVO(Qset test1) ≈ 11.9% which is a better result than that
obtained from the V-optimal histogram.
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Finally, using the mentioned K-fold validation method, we may obtain Copt,
i.e. the error-optimal number of clusters, which gives the smallest mean value of
MeanRelErrSelqdaVO over all Qset learnk and Qset testk (for k = 1, . . . ,K).

For the assumed Qset (Fig. 4a), using 5-fold cross validation, we obtained
Copt = 6 (Fig. 10). Mean relative errors for V-optimal (obtained by using the
same sets Qset testk) are also presented in Fig. 10. For given distribution of at-
tribute x (Fig. 1) and set of query condition defined by Qset (Fig. 4), applying
the error-optimal qda-V-optimal histogram allows to obtain smaller mean rela-
tive selectivity estimation error (11.1%) than applying the V-optimal histogram
(32.2%).

Fig. 10. K-fold cross validating the method of selectivity estimation using qda-V-
optimal histogram for query condition given by Qset. Obtaining the optimal number
of clusters (Copt = 6) with the smallest mean relative selectivity (≈ 11.1%).

For the exemplary distributions given in subsections 2.1 and 2.2, the qda-V-
optimal histogram seems significantly better than the relevant V-optimal one.

3 The Algorithm of the Proposed Method

The proposed method is designated to obtain a qda-V-optimal histogram which
may be applied for range query selectivity estimation.

The main goal is to find the error-optimal histogram for assumed B – an ar-
bitrary given number of histogram buckets. To build a qda-V-optimal histogram
we assume that we already have collected elements of Qset, i.e. M last processed
range query conditions that operated on x attribute.

The proposed method should be invoked during execution of so-called update
statistics command for x attribute.

The proposed method consists of the following steps:

1. Create a high resolution equi-width histogram (this is a temporary structure
which is removed after finishing the method; the number of buckets of the
equi-width histogram should be significantly greater than B).

2. Create a classic V-optimal histogram with B buckets using the equi-high
histogram.
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3. Check applicability of the proposed method, i.e. verify that elements from
S (a set of values built on elements of Qset) do not come from uniform
distribution (if so, than there are no hot regions of query conditions, so only
the V-optimal histogram is returned as a result and the method is finished).

4. Using K-fold cross validation, obtain Copt – the error-optimal number of
clusters of query boundaries which determines the qda-V-optimal histogram
(the equi-histogram histogram and the V-optimal one are used; elements
form subset of S are clustered using FCM method; the constraints (small
width or low cardinality) are applied for elimination weak clusters; those
boundaries of the V-optimal histogram are used in the qda-V-optimal one,
that they are enough distant from centers of accepted clusters).

5. Verify the superiority of the qda-V-optimal histogram over the V-optimal
one for given Qset (verifying that the qda-V-optimal histogram based on
Copt allows to calculate query selectivities for Qset elements with less mean
relative error than the V-optimal one; if so, the qda-V-optimal histogram is
returned else the V-optimal one is).

4 Conclusions

The paper describes the method of query selectivity estimation based on im-
proved V-optimal histograms. The proposed method additionally takes into ac-
count information about the query conditions of previously processed range
queries. A proposed new qda-V-optimal histogram may allow to estimate the
selectivities with small mean relative errors, especially when query conditions
form so-called hot regions.

In future we may consider to introduce importance weights for conditions
from the buffer (a newer condition is more important). We may also consider of
applying a different policy of discarding elements from the full buffer (e.g. not
to use LRU method (least recently used) but use hit ratios and LFU method
(least frequently used)).

Further work may concentrate on a problem when a future query workload is
not well represented by boundary samples already collected in a buffer, i.e. in
last M query conditions. Some simple way to solve overlearning a qda-V-optimal
histogram by no enough representative Qset is to introduce some additional ran-
dom samples (according to the truncated 2D-uniform distribution) to decrease
too a large impact of a query distribution on the qda-V-optimal histogram con-
struction.

The proposed method of obtaining a qda-V-optimal should be invoked during
update statistics (not during on-line query processing) and it is not so time crit-
ical operation like a selectivity estimation. However, because of the complexity
of the proposed algorithm, we consider using capabilities of GPGPU (General-
Purpose computing on Graphics Processor Units) having in mind that parallel
efficient GPU becomes useful in database processing (e.g. [5,3]).
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